
NGFW Specifications
Compliance 

Yes / No
General Requirements

The Firewall must be appliance based and it should support  internal or external 

redundant Power Supply.

NGFW must support Secure SD - WAN feature along with advance routing protocols 

such as BGP 

SD-WAN must be able to link and failover between various connections such as 

Internet , MPLS , leash line and even Routed based VPN interfaces.

Build-in SDWAN must be able to do load balancing of various links based on source 

address, User group , protocol and/or applications 

SLA for SDWAN must be defined based on packet loss or latency or jitter. Even 

combination of all 3 option must be possible 

Central management solution for the next generation Firewall must be able to 

Manage all the SDWAN link centrally and should give clear dashboard showing which 

links are down and which are up . This help the NOC to take action accordingly

NGFW must support multicast routing as well as firewalling 

The proposed solution should also support policy routing. Policy routing should work 

along with SD-WAN and ISP load-balancing.

The proposed solution must also support identity based routing option allowing 

traffic to be forced out of specific Internet/MPLS gateway based on authentication 

rather then IP address

The proposed system should have integrated Traffic Shaping functionality this 

feature should have option to be configured on same firewall policy along with 

option to configure it separately if required.

Build-in GUI on the NGFW should have option to display logical topology of the 

network the NGFW is protecting. The display should also be able to give security 

recommendation for the  NGFW.

Device should support Static routing, RIP, OSPF,BGP, IS-IS, RIPng, OSPFv3 and BGP4+

Should support 4 Gbps IPSec VPN throughput and  Tunnels

The Firewall must support at least 1,000,000 concurrent connections and 40,000

new sessions per second

Firewall policy should be single policy where all the feature get applied such as IPS,

application control , URL filtering , antivirus , SSL inspection , logging and even NAT 

Firewall must support Zoning option along with User based authentication. It must

have automatic option to group all the same zone policy 

There must be option to configure the said Firewall policy from GUI of the NGFW

appliance without requiring any Management solution. This is in the case of

emergency where management solution is no available and policy needs to be

changed.

Firewall must support NAT46, NAT66 and NAT64 along with policy for such NAT

along with option to configure DNS64.

Firewall must support NAT policy for multicast traffic for both IPv4 and IPv6

Firewall must support option to configure FQDN server rather then IP address in case

server have dynamic IP address or site have multiple IP addresses for single domain.

There must be option to even configure wildcard FQDN



Firewall should allow policy based on port or service to protect attack at L3 not just

application based policy which might be vulnerable to L3 attacks.

Firewall must support Geo-based IP address blocking option.

Build-in GUI/CLI must support option to configure firewall policy which allow packet

capture for troubleshooting purposes

The security appliance should be having configurable option to quarantine attack

generating source address

The proposed solution should support Virtualization (Virtual Firewall, Security zones 

and VLAN). Minimum 5 Virtual Firewall license should be provided.

Virtualization must be for every feature which are IPS , Application control, 

Antivirus/Anti-malware , URL filtering , SSL inspection , SSL VPN , IPSec VPN , Traffic 

shaping and user authentication.

When creating virtualized NGFW it should give mode option to configure each 

virtualized system such as first system can work in NAT/route mode and second 

system can work in transparent mode.

Each virtualized NGFW system must have option to configure various parameter to 

limit the resources utilization such as number of session , etc.

VPN Features

NGFW must have build in  support IPSec VPN and SSL VPN. There shouldn't be any 

user license restriction

IPSec VPN must include gateway to gateway and gateway to client vpn. In case of 

gateway to client the administrator must have option to assign private IP address to 

remote user without requiring any additional license

Route based IPSec VPN must be supported along with SD-WAN in case of two or 

more ISP's.

IPSec VPN must include gateway to gateway and gateway to client vpn. In case of 

gateway to client the administrator must have option to assign private IP address to 

remote user without requiring any additional license

IPSec VPN must support SHA-1 and SHA-2 ( SHA 256, 386 and 512) along with DH 

group 2,5,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,27,28,29,30 and 31.

SSL vpn must support high level algorithm along with TLS v1.2 

SSL VPN must not have any user license and should have option to integrate with 

local AD or RADIUS server 

Both VPN must support 2-factor authentication with option to have locally imported 

tokens on the NFGW appliance itself , if required.

Intrusion Prevention System

The IPS detection methodologies shall consist of:

a) Signature based detection using real time updated database

b) Anomaly based detection that is based on thresholds

Antivirus

Firewall should have integrated Antivirus solution

The proposed system should be able to block, allow or monitor only using AV 

signatures and file blocking based on per firewall policy based or based on firewall 

authenticated user groups with configurable selection of the following services:

a) HTTP, HTTPS

b)  SMTP, SMTPS



c) POP3, POP3S

d) IMAP, IMAPS

e) FTP, FTPS

The proposed system should be able to block or allow oversize file based on 

configurable thresholds for each protocol types and per firewall policy.

Application Control 

The proposed system shall have the ability to detect, log and take action against 

network traffic 

The application signatures shall be manual or automatically updated

The administrator shall be able to define application control list based on selectable 

application group and/or list and its corresponding actions

Application control and URL filtering must work independent of each other.

High Availability

The proposed system shall have built-in high availability (HA) features without extra 

cost/license or hardware component

The device shall support stateful session maintenance in the event of a fail-over to a 

standby unit.

High Availability Configurations should support Active/Active or Active/ Passive 

OEM should be having the following certifications/Ratings

Firewall module should be ICSA Labs or EAL 4 certified

 Anti-Malware should be ICSA Labs certified.


